
Personal Statement Examples For Graduate School 

Example 1 

While I will never make the grandiose statement of knowing the nitty-gritty of my life’s plan at an 

early age, I can state – with a degree of certainty – that it would undoubtedly involve books. 

In that much, I was accurate. All the more so when I began to attend ABC College for my 

undergraduate studies. Entering the college as a Theater and English double major, I soon became 

consumed with the latter. It’s important to note that my diploma lists a B.A. in English, and not 

the aforementioned. I became intrigued with critical theory, a trend that my professors highly 

indulged in. With their encouragement, I would be able to explore the analysis of non-canon works 

such as fan-authored fiction, romance novels, and graphic novels. Albeit, the classics were always 

present (I cap my Jane Eyre reading count at a wholesome 7), it was refreshing to take a stab at 

new works. The course load kept me insanely busy and my brain constantly turning. 

The following year, post-graduation, would be the finalizing stroke. I was fortunate enough to 

work a slew of odd jobs: bartender, cast member at Walt Disney world, and facilities assistant to 

a financial investment banking firm. Out of these, a few stood out: my blogging experiences for a 

non-profit theater, my editing position with a marketing firm, and the freelance gigs friends would 

throw my way. Why did these standout to me, though? All of them dealt with what was near and 

dear to my heart – dissecting text and getting to the meat of things. Frankly, it wasn’t enough – I 

missed the chunk of myself that got left in undergrad. The part that was encouraged to dissemble 

text and put it out into the world as something new and unexplored. It took me a year of doing 

these odd bits of work to confirm that graduate school was the best option for me. It is a chance to 

hone my skills and dive right back into the deep end of literature. 

I had stated that I previously had little inkling to where my adult life would take me. I’ve 

experienced a little bit more of life since then. It is my sincere hope that a graduate education at 

GradSchools.com University can set me on a path towards future academic pursuits. At this point 

in time, my studies would be geared in three possible directions: future application into a PHD 

program, a professional teaching career, or a career in book publishing (which places a high 

emphasis on graduate studies). In addition, it would be a personal goal to exhibit current and future 

work in conferences to become part of the national – or even international – literary discussion.  

I’m certain that GradSchools.com University’s English department can not only best address my 

current needs and professional aspirations, but also my academic curiosity. 

 

Example 2 

Ever since I was a teenager, it has been my goal to increase access to assistive technology in 

underserved communities. Specifically, I want to work toward developing inexpensive and 

accessible adaptive technology for special needs children in educational settings. The XYZ 

Engineering program has historically been and continues to be a leader in the field of innovation. 

Additionally, your focus on the diverse needs of disadvantaged communities, and on using 



technology to help improve the lives of those in need aligns with my passion for using my skills 

to help others thrive.  

While I’ve been gifted in mathematics, science and technology since I was young, it wasn’t until 

I reached high school that I dedicated myself to developing and improving assistive technology. I 

have always been lucky enough to thrive both at home and in school. Though my school and 

community lacked money and resources, the support of my teachers and mentors helped me to 

succeed. But that wasn’t the case for everybody. When I turned 14, my younger brother entered 

elementary school. It quickly became evident that he needed the robust support of a special 

education program to succeed in a regular classroom, not to mention throughout life. And while 

his teachers and the administration at his school were dedicated to supporting him as much as 

possible, the lack of funding in our district made it extraordinarily difficult to access the technology 

my brother needed. My parents attempted to do some of this on their own outside the school 

system, but quickly realized how much of it was financially out of reach. 

My brother was lucky. With the dedicated support of his school and our parents’ determination, 

he eventually was able to get the help and resources he needed. But how many other children aren’t 

so lucky? Innovation is, in many ways, an expensive thing. But should that be the case for the 

people who need it most? When the cost of developing crucial technology is passed down to 

families in need, kids go without help. With my flair for creativity, dedication to helping others, 

and technical expertise, that’s something I can change. By making essential assistive technology 

affordable for all, more schools could provide their students with the services they really need, and 

families can rest easy that their children are able to thrive. 

That’s why I spent my undergraduate years studying engineering with ABC University. Not only 

did I graduate near the top of my class, but I was lucky enough to assist the head of my Engineering 

department, in conjunction with several other departments, in a research project on increasing 

physical mobility for individuals with functional movement disorders. The results of this project 

are soon to be published in a peer-reviewed Medical Engineering journal. I also completed an 

undergraduate internship experience in a major medical device engineering corporation 

headquartered in my home town. There, I was directly mentored by experienced industry 

professionals. I continue to rely on their guidance, both personally and professionally, to this day. 

Because of our shared passion for using engineering to help real families and communities 

advance, I am requesting admission to the XYZ Engineering master’s program this upcoming 

semester. I intend to pursue study of assistive technology development. My overall objective is to 

make strides in the cost-effectiveness of and broader access too necessary technology in 

classrooms across the country. Together with your rigorous academic program and support, I 

believe I can do that as a member of the XYZ Engineering school community. 

 


